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graded microstructure formed by Surface Mechanical Attrition Treatment (SMAT) and
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applied here to the 316L stainless steel. In particular, the analysis of GNDs – coupled with
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relevant and reliable criteria – was used to depict the thickness of each zone identified in
the SMAT-affected layers: (i) the “ultrafine grain” (UFG) zone present at the extreme top
surface, (ii), the “transition zone” where grains were fragmented under the heavy plastic
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deformation and, finally, (iii) the “deformed zone” where initial grains are simply deformed.
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1.

Introduction

The Surface Mechanical Attrition Treatment (SMAT) [1,2] is a
fairly recent technique for mechanical surface treatment.
In this technique, a large number of balls are placed in a
chamber and vibrated at high frequency by a generator. The
sample to be treated, fixed at the upper side of the chamber,
is impacted repeatedly by the flying balls so that its surface becomes heavily plastically deformed [1,2]. Beside its

conventional use to harden the surface and improve its wear
and fatigue properties [3,4], SMAT has also been used, for
example, to activate the surface before nitriding [5–8] or to
create multilayered laminate composites by subsequent roll
bonding [9]. For all these potential applications, the metallurgical and microstructural states of the deformed surface
have to be tailored in different ways and in a reproducible manner to form nanostructures and/or deep hardened
zones.
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As for severe plastic deformation processes, grain refinement of coarse-grained materials under SMAT involves
various dislocation activities and the creation of subgrain
boundaries. Even if the basic mechanisms of microstructure
changes and nanostructuration [10,11] or plasticity of the
surface [12–15] have been addressed by detailed investigations, the individual effect of the numerous processing
parameters of SMAT still needs to be precisely quantified.
These parameters are for example the size, the weight, the
speed and the nature of the impacting balls, the duration of
the treatment or the frequency and amplitude of the vibrating
sonotrode. Thus, an efficient method for a quantitative
description of the microstructure evolution under SMAT,
that would enable to depict both rapidly and sufficiently
accurately the effect of the processing parameters, has to be
proposed. In the present work, raw orientation maps obtained
by Electron BackScattered Diffraction (EBSD) are used to
characterize the microstructures and general features of
surfaces after SMAT with the direct goal of establishing an
efficient procedure for quantifying the effect of the processing
parameters.

2.

Materials and Experimental Methods

The material investigated in this study is the well documented 316L austenitic stainless steel (X2CrNiMo 18–14–3) with
the following chemical composition: (wt.%) C: 0.017, Si: 0.38,
P: 0.019, S < 0.002, Mn: 1.79, Mo: 2.74, Ni: 14.1, Cu: 0.16, Cr:
17.43 and Fe. The samples, 8 mm in thickness, were first
mechanically polished to a mirror-like finish (1 μm diamond
paste) and subjected to SMAT under an argon atmosphere in
order to limit oxidation. A vibrating frequency of 20 kHz was
selected for the generator to move 100Cr6-steel balls having a
diameter of 1 mm. Four samples were treated using
intercrossed variations of two parameters: the treatment
duration (3 and 20 min) and the amplitude of the sonotrode
(60 and 80 μm), all other conditions remaining similar. For
clarity, the experimental conditions are summarized in
Table 1.
The microstructure was analyzed using a Jeol 6500F
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with a Field Emission
Gun (FEG). To investigate the affected depths after SMAT, the
scans were obtained on cross sections perpendicular to the
SMATed surfaces. Orientations were acquired by EBSD and
treated with the Channel 5 system.

3.

Results and Discussion

3.1.

What Can Be Depicted?

The mechanisms of grain refinement for the 316L stainless
steel have been detailed using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) by Roland et al. [4,16]. At low strain, the
microstructure is characterized by high density of mechanical
twins and dislocation arrays. As the strain increases, twin–
twin interactions occur which subdivide the original austenitic grains into smaller blocks and, ultimately, lead to the
formation of randomly oriented nanocrystallites (50–400 nm)
involving boundary sliding and rotation of crystalline domains. Consequently, SMAT produces gradients in grain size
and structural defects through the depth below the surface.
The magnitude of this gradient, which is directly related to
the local strain sustained by the material, depends on the
numerous processing parameters.
Fig. 1(A) gives a typical Band Contrast (BC) and Inverse Pole
Figure (IPF) maps of the cross section of the 316L stainless
steel after SMAT, recorded using a step size of 30 nm in the
area of high strain regime below the surface. These maps are
raw (not corrected) in which the black areas correspond to
heavily strained regions, giving rise to blurred or overlapped
Kikuchi patterns that could not be indexed. As shown in
Fig. 1(A), at the bottom of the images (at the treated surface),
the EBSD technique was not able to resolve the structure
of a layer having a thickness of about 4 μm below the surface. Indeed, this area corresponds to the heavily deformed
microstructure containing nanograins or domains having
sizes as low as 20 nm [4,16] and, as a consequence, the
indexing rate at different distances from the surface in this
area is very low (always below 10%). Fig. 1(B) is an enlargement of the outlined red zone that shows that in this extreme
surface layer, only few points were indexed (arrowed). As the
distance from the surface increases, the indexing rate increases and the EBSD technique starts recording fine domains
that clearly originate from grain and subgrain divisions. Most
of these domains are highly misoriented. At a distance of
about 6 μm from the surface (top of Fig. 1B), most of these
domains still have a largely sub-micrometric size. As the
distance from the interface further increases and the local
strain decreases, it becomes easier to depict the presence
of deformation twins (arrowed in the IPF map in Fig. 1A),
as reported in [4,16].

Table 1 – SMAT experimental conditions.
Balls

SMAT conditions

Condition Nature Diameter Number Weight
(mm)
(g)
1
2
3
4

100Cr6
steel

1

1800

7.6

Amplitude of
vibration (μm)
60
80
60
80

Treatment Vibrating
duration frequency
(min)
(kHz)
3
20
3
20

20

Distance
sonotrode—
sample (mm)

Atmosphere

30

Argon
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Fig. 1 – (A) Typical example of EBSD maps of the cross section obtained after SMAT with a very fine step size (30 nm) and (B) a
close loop of the outlined zone in red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2 gives more information concerning the misorientation
degree within the microstructure in the same area. In the Band
Contrast map in Fig. 2(A) are drawn in red lines corresponding
to the Sigma-3 ((111) <60°>) twin boundaries. Consistent with
the result of Roland et al. [4,16], a high density of deformation
twins is observed. It is also clear that, even if the BC map is
revealing long and thin deformation twins, the exact (111) <60°>
twin boundary misorientation is generally not maintained over
long distances. As suggested by the variation of shades of colors
in the IPF map in Fig. 1(A), this is due to the accumulation of
dislocations along the twin boundaries that creates a local
misorientation gradient. For illustration, Fig. 2(B) and (C) presents the local accumulated misorientation relative to the first
point following the two white arrows. In Fig. 2(B), a high number
of Sigma-3 twin boundaries are detected and misorientation of

about 10° can be depicted in the matrix between the twin
boundaries. In Fig. 2(C), closer to the surface where the level of
strain sustained by the material is higher, in addition to a fewer
number of Sigma-3 boundaries, broader and higher levels of
accumulated misorientations are observed.
Clearly, this kind of high resolution EBSD map authorizes
to depict the main features revealed by TEM concerning the
grain refinement and associated deformation mechanisms.
However, even if the analysis is much faster than a detailed
TEM analysis, the drawback of such high resolution map is the
necessary limitation of the covered surface if one wants to
keep a reasonable duration of analysis (here, for this small
map, about 8 h). Also, the statistical relevance of the observed
phenomena may be questioned because the analyzed length
on the surface remains of the order of the initial grain size
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Fig. 2 – (A) The Sigma 3 twin boundaries (111) <60°> map (red lines) and the evolution of misorientation (B) in the subsurface
and (C) at the top surface. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

(20 to 30 μm) and the depth of analysis is still restricted to about
40 μm, much below the depth of the area affected by the
plasticity which may reach 200 μm [16,17]. However, it appears
that it is possible to extract from EBSD maps relevant
information on the plastic deformation induced by SMAT. It is
then important to find other procedures of analysis using
orientation maps to get a quantitative description of the level of
plastic deformation imparted to the sample and, in consequence, determine the effect of the processing parameters.
Therefore, in the present work, information obtained from
EBSD analyses are used to gain rapidly more insights on the
microstructure evolution and to determinate the effectiveness
of the processing parameters. In particular, it is important to be
able to determine the thickness of the 3 different zones usually
depicted in SMATed samples: (i) the so-called nano-crystalline
domain, or more currently for metallurgists the domain of
ultrafine grains having largely sub-micrometric sizes, that
correspond to the ultimate stage of grain refinement under
heavy deformation, (ii) the transition zone where the initial
micrometric grains are fragmented under heavy deformation
and (iii) the deformed zone where the initial grains are simply
plastically deformed.

3.2.
A Method to Characterize Efficiently SMATed
Microstructures
This section describes how to use data obtained from EBSD to
depict, more rapidly and in a quantitative way, the overall
mesoscopic plastic strain gradients generated at the material
subsurface by the SMAT treatment. In his pioneer paper

on non-homogeneous deformation, Ashby has introduced
the distinction between statistically stored dislocations and
geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) [18]. The GNDs
accommodate the incompatibility of the elastic/plastic distortion, which arises only in the non-homogeneously deforming
regions [18–20]. Thus, while the statistically stored dislocations –
which develop in homogeneous deformation – have a predominant density at small strain, the amount of GNDs becomes
more important at high strain and its local density is actually
proportional to the rotational of the elastic/plastic distortion
[19]. Therefore, by assuming that the loading during the SMAT is
mainly compressive in nature, a good indicator of the plastic
deformation imparted by the SMAT can be the distribution
of the GND density as a function of the distance from the
top treated surface. It is well established that the dislocation
structure in a deformed material consists of cells, sub-gains
and/or walls which accommodate the misorientations between
dislocation-poor areas. This makes it possible to quantify the
dislocation structure heterogeneity in deformed polycrystals by
EBSD (see for example [21–23]). As the strain imparted to the
material increases, the size of these domains decreases and the
average misorientation between them increases. Consequently,
as will be seen hereafter, this evolution can be depicted for
SMATed sample by direct measurements of local misorientations at different depths using low magnification EBSD maps
and the associated quantification of GND densities. However, at
very high strain close to the surface, the ultimate stage of the
deformation process under SMAT is the transformation of these
domains in ultrafine grains having high angle grain boundaries
within which dislocations are not stable anymore. In this
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regime, the properties of the material are not any more
GNDs-governed but more closely related to the grain size (Hall–
Petch effect). Thus, this switching between different types
of microstructure configurations requires other indicators for
following the structure evolution in the vicinity of the surface
where the highest strains were imparted. In this case, for which
the indexing rate by EBSD decreases significantly, the apparent
grain size will be used as the main criterion. The details of the
procedure for depicting quantitatively the microstructure evolution is given hereafter and illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
By omitting the elastic deformation, a part of GND density
can be extracted from orientation maps [25]. In the present
work, raw orientation maps (without noise reduction) were
used to extract the GND density according to the method
proposed by Pantleon [25]. In order to quantify the GND
densities only within the grains, the adjacent pixels across
boundaries displaying a disorientation exceeding 5° were not
considered in the calculation. Five components of the GND
tensor (α), known also as the Nye tensor, can be determined
from the 2D mappings [19,25]. Fig. 3(A) gives a map of the
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entry-wise norm of GND density tensor recorded with a step
size of 200 nm. Note that for the sake of visual clarity, only
the Band Contrast was plotted for densities smaller than
10% of the GND density maximum (see legend). In Fig. 3(B),
the corresponding in-depth evolutions of GND density and
indexation rate are given. It should be noted that the values
of GND density are the average along each horizontal line
parallel to the treated surface. At the bottom of Fig. 3(A), the
top surface black layer for which the indexation rate is nearly
0 is present, as confirmed in Fig. 3(B). In this last figure, it can
be seen that below this layer, the density of GNDs increases
continuously to reach a maximum at about 50 μm. At this
maximum of GND density, the indexation rate is now about
65%; the remaining 35% of non-indexed data points are due to
the high strain and grain subdivision mechanisms taking
place, which still result in blurred or overlapped Kikuchi
patterns and appear as black dots in the map. As the depth
increases further, the GND density starts decreasing and
reaches the initial level of the bulk material at approximately
180 μm. The indexation rate within this zone continues to

Fig. 3 – A) Map of GND density obtained from EBSD measurement in 316L stainless steel after 20 min SMAT with 60 μm
vibrating amplitude. For intensities less than 0.037 μm−1 (bottom 10%), the Band Contrast (BC) was plotted. (B) The
corresponding evolution of the average GND density (black dots) and the indexing rate (red dots) from the top surface. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4 – (A) Evolution of the average GND density (black dots), its derivative (blue dots) and the evolution of grain size (red dots),
(B) zoom of the grain size evolution within the first 40 μm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

increase and reaches a maximum of about 95%. The difficulty
is thus to depict quantitatively using relevant and reliable
criteria the thicknesses of the different domains. For this,
several criteria were selected and represented in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4(A), as a function of the distance from the top
surface towards the bulk, the evolution of the average GND
density (black dots) and, its derivative (solid blue line) and
the evolution of the apparent grain size (red dots) obtained by
the line intercept method along horizontal lines are plotted.
The latter consists in placing a number of horizontal test lines
(one line is placed on each pixel line along Y) on the EBSD map
and counting the number of times a new grain boundary
is intercepted. Using these three pieces of information, the
thickness of the domains described before can be determined
quite precisely.

The thickness of the UFG layer (Zone I) can be characterized
by a corresponding grain size obtained by the line intercept
method (red dots in Fig. 4). In a fairly arbitrary way, two
equivalent grain sizes were selected here to characterize this
domain: a “nano” range below 200 nm and another having an
ultrafine grain size below 500 nm. These grain size ranges were
fairly arbitrarily chosen because no conventional size range
of the nano-crystalline domains is properly defined and a wide
range of values are given in the literature. Using this criterion
and Fig. 4(B), which is an enlargement of the apparent grain size
evolution near the top surface, the thickness of this first “nano”
zone below 200 nm is about 4 μm while the sub-500 nm domain
reaches about 26.5 μm. The thickness of the “transition zone”
(Zone II) can be depicted in Fig. 4(A) using the derivative of the
GND density evolution. The derivative nullifies when the GND
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density reaches the highest level, which corresponds to
the end of the transition zone. Thus, the transition zone
stretches approximately down to a depth of about 50 μm.
Using these criteria, the thickness of this transition zone,
where the grains are significantly fragmented by the heavy
deformation but do not reach the ultrafine grain range, is
therefore about (50–26.5 μm) 23.5 μm. Finally, going further
within the depth of the material, the last characteristic
zone – the deformed zone – (Zone III) is characterized by a
continuous decrease of the GND density. The derivative curve
in this zone is negative and nullifies when the GND density
becomes low and constant in the unaffected zone, at about
183 μm. The thickness of this zone is then about (183–50 μm)
133 μm. In this zone, plastic deformation took place but the
initial structure dominated by large grains is still visible. The
apparent grain size, revealed by the line intercept method,
changes in this domain because of the formation of a few
deformation twins and the presence of dislocations creating
a misorientation gradient. It is also important to recall here
that, even if the size of the grains in the initial material is
about 20 μm, the apparent grain size for the base material in
Fig. 3(A) reaches a steady plateau at about 4.5 μm because of
the presence of annealing twins that are counted as high
angle boundaries in the automated analysis. The three
so-obtained zones and their thicknesses are indicated in
Fig. 3(A).
From this example, it is clear that large magnification
EBSD maps coupled with the calculation of GND density can
efficiently depict the main features of the different formed
zones and mechanisms issued from grain fragmentation,
twinning or dislocation activity revealed by detailed TEM
investigations on the 316L stainless steel. Concerning the
specific deformation of this steel, some comments need
however to be made. First, as the deformation twins are
often very fine [4], many of them are not directly depicted in
the map with a step size of 200 nm. As sufficient amount of
misorientation is generated by the plastic deformation along
these twins, it is however possible to see them in the GND
density map as shown in the enlargement (Fig. 3A) of the
deformed zone. Second, it is also worth noting that the
nucleation of strain induced martensitic variants at twin–
twin boundaries previously reported in the 316L stainless
steel treated by SMAT [4,16] was revealed in the present study
by not only EBSD but also XRD and TEM.
The EBSD analysis would also be a powerful tool to depict
such a strain induced martensitic transformation in steels or
other materials [26,27]. The reason why the strain induced
martensitic transformation was not depicted here is likely due
to a much higher stability of the austenite in our alloy. Indeed,
significant differences in terms of either the interstitial or
substitutional alloying elements are authorized within the
range of composition of the 316L stainless steel. These elements
are classified as austenite-stabilizers or ferrite-stabilizers and
their effect in this respect is often approximated using the
following types of formulae [28]:
Nieq ¼ Ni þ Co þ 0:5ðMnÞ þ 30ðCÞ þ 0:3ðCuÞ þ 25ðNÞwt:%

ð1Þ

Ceq ¼ Cr þ 2:0ðSiÞ þ 1:5ðMoÞ þ 5:5ðAlÞ þ 1:75ðNbÞ þ 1:5ðTiÞ
þ 0:75ðWÞwt:%:

ð2Þ
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Applied to the alloy treated by Roland et al. [16], this gives
Nieq = 13.4 wt.% and Creq = 20.9 wt.% while the values are
Nieq = 15.5 wt.% and Creq = 22.3 wt.% for the present alloy.
Whether the austenitic structure is sufficiently stable can
also be described through the calculations of the Ms
(Martensite-start) temperature as well as the Md30 temperature, the later corresponding to the temperature at which 50%
of deformation induced martensite has formed for a true
strain of 30%. These temperatures are calculated using the
following equations [29,30]:

Ms C ¼ 502–810ðCÞ−1230ðNÞ–13ðMnÞ–12ðCrÞ–54ðCuÞ–6ðMoÞwt:%

˚

ð3Þ


Md30 C ¼ 497–462ðC þ NÞ–9:2ðSiÞ–8:1ðMnÞ–20ðNiÞ–13:7ðCrÞ ð4Þ

˚

–18:5ðMoÞwt:%:

Applied to the alloy treated by Roland et al. [16], these
equations give value of Ms = − 113 °C and Md30 = − 39 °C.
Comparatively, the alloy studied in the present work is
characterized by much lower Ms (− 192 °C) and Md30 (− 100 °C)
temperatures.
All these values indicate that a much lower driving force
is required to trigger the deformation induced martensitic
transformation in the case of the alloy studied by Roland
et al. [16].

3.3.
Application of the Procedure: Effect of Some Processing
Parameters (Vibrating Amplitude and Treatment Duration)
Having established the above procedure based on the evolution
of the GND distribution and apparent grain size to identify the
different zones of the deformed material, it is now interesting to
quantify the effect of some processing parameters. Fig. 5 shows
the evolution of the GND density in four samples of the 316L
stainless steel for which the vibration amplitude and treatment
duration were varied. As it is well established that increasing
the step size results in lowering the recorded GND density [24],
all samples were analyzed using exactly the same procedure
and step size (200 nm). To ease the comparison between the
different samples, Fig. 6 compares the different estimated
thicknesses of the different constitutional layers as well as the
total affected zone.
A first striking feature revealed by this analysis is that
the depth of the overall affected zones depends very little on
the tested processing conditions. Indeed, the two samples
treated under 60 μm amplitude as well as the one processed
under 80 μm for the shortest time (3 min) have a rather close
affected depth around 180 μm. Only a long treatment of 20 min
at the highest amplitude (80 μm) increases the overall depth by
about 20% (220 μm). Comparatively, the differences in the
thicknesses of the UFG and transition zones are much more
important and depend very much on the processing conditions
(Fig. 6). The reason for this is that a certain amount of energy
and sufficient times are required to authorize the combination
of dislocation and the build-up of dislocation cells that will
generate the microstructure evolution characterized by grain
fragmentation and grain refining.
For the sample treated using the “softest” conditions (60 μm
of vibration amplitude for 3 min), the so-called “ultra-fine grain”
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Fig. 5 – Evolution of the average GND density from the top surface to the bulk for different SMAT conditions.

domain corresponds to a 1.2 μm layer of sub-200 nm grains
followed by a thickness of about 6.1 μm of grains in the
200–500 nm range. The thin size of the whole UFG layer
(1.2 + 6.1 = 7.3 μm) indicates that the deformation imparted to
the material did not lead to significant grain fragmentation. The
subsequent transition zone has indeed a thickness of about
20 μm (19.7 μm), which leads to a total thickness of “fragmented”
zone of 27 μm (7.3 + 19.7 = 23 μm) before reaching the so-called
deformation zone.
Increasing the vibration amplitude to 80 μm for the same
treating time of 3 min has a moderate effect on increasing the

depth of the total fragmented zone which reaches only 33 μm
(6.4 + 13 + 13.6 = 33 μm). However, the higher vibration amplitude leads to a more advanced grain refinement process close
to the surface. This leads to a total “ultra-fine grain” domain
increased by almost a factor of 3 (19.4 μm versus 7.3 μm), and
corresponding to a successive 6.4 μm + 13 μm thick layers of
sub-200 nm and 200–500 nm grains, respectively.
As the grain fragmentation process requires a sufficiently
high amount of multidirectional impacts, the increase in the
treatment time from 3 to 20 min has a significant effect on the
thicknesses of the UFG and transition zones within which the

Fig. 6 – Thickness evolution of the different layers depending of the SMAT conditions for the 316L stainless steel.
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Table 2 – Thickness (from the top surface) of the different
types of microstructure layers.

combination of dislocations is the major driving mechanism.
Indeed the thicknesses of the UFG domains are multiplied by
a factor of about 3 or more while the overall fragmented
domains increase by about 1.8 at 60 μm vibrating amplitude
and about 2.7 under 80 μm. All the details are summarized in
Table 2.
These examples clearly demonstrate the interest of the
analyzing technique developed in the present work to correlate
the SMAT parameters (amplitude and duration here) to the final
deformed SMAT structure. Further work is now under way to
investigate in a greater extent the relative effectiveness of a
broader range of processing parameters on the microstructure
evolution and grain refinement processes. We also believe that
this type of approach – using the evolution of GND – should be
helpful to quantitatively estimate the effectiveness of other
treatments in which the SMAT process is used as a precursor
prior to nitriding [31], co-rolling [32] or microarcing [33] as well
as, more generally speaking, duplex treatments generating, on
purpose, surface deformation gradients [34–36] or spatially
heterogeneous microstructures [36–38].

4.

Summary and Conclusions

Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) maps were used
to characterize the deformed zones created by SMAT and
applied here to determine the effectiveness of processing
parameters on the 316L stainless steel.
High magnification maps with high resolution (step size of
30 nm) were used to reveal the grain refinement mechanisms
encountered in this steel: the formation of twins and dislocation arrays leading to grain fragmentation followed by the final
formation of largely sub-micrometric grains.
The degree of advancement of this refinement process
obviously depends on the local strain sustained by the material
and, consequently, creates gradients in grain size and amount
of structural defects through the depth below the surface.
The magnitude of these gradients depends on the processing
parameters.
Low magnification maps (step size of 200 nm) were used
to extract the GND density, which is a good indicator of the
plastic deformation imparted by the SMAT treatment. The
apparent grain size and the derivative of the GND density
evolution were used to establish criteria allowing to depict
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quantitatively the thickness of the three zones present through
the SMAT affected layer: (i) the “ultrafine grain (UFG)” zone
having sustained high strain at the top surface, (ii) the subsurface transition zone in which the extend of deformation
is sufficient to activate grain sub-division of the initial grains
and, finally, (iii) the deformed zone where the initial grains are
simply plastically deformed.
This procedure was applied to compare the effect of two
processing parameters: the vibration amplitude (60 and 80 μm)
of the sonotrode and the treatment duration (3 and 20 min).
It was noticed that the UFG and transition zone thicknesses
are more significantly modified by these parameters than
the overall affected layer one.
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